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Bowling Green State University

Thursday

U.S. bans Libyan oil, accuses Arabs of murder plot
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United
States banned all oil imports from
Libya Wednesday and accused Col.
Moammar Khadafy's militant Arab
regime of an "outrageous plan" to
assassinate American officials and
their families in Sudan.
A senior U.S. official said the plot
was broken up last November before
two stereo speakers packed with plastic explosives could be flown from an
unidentified neighboring country to
Khartoum, Sudan, where they were to
be placed in the American social club.

The official, who spoke on the condi- porters after State Department
tion his name not be used, said the spokesman Dean Fischer read the
devices were prepared by Libyan announcement, said current conintelligence officers-and could have tracts would hot be interrupted.
killed or maimed hundreds of U.S.
The United States imports about
Embassy workers and their families
150,000 barrels of oil a day from
at a weekend dance.
Libya. This represents a tiny traction
The "particularly horrible mis- of U.S. oil imports. Libya's principal
sion" was cited as one reason for European customers are Greece, Turending oil imports from Libya and key and Italy.
blocking sale of American oil and gas
technology to that country.
The boycott steps up the Reagan
administration's campaign against
The senior oficial, who briefed re- Khadafy, the volatile Islamic revolu-

tionary whose erratic methods have
fained him few friends even in the
rab world. However, even U.S. allies
privately question the wisdom of singling Khadafy out as a special menace.
Some of the skepticism is based on
the view that Khadafy is ineffective
and that the Reagan administration's
Cressure on him could strengthen
ibya's ties with the Soviet Union, its
prime military supplier.
The boycott decision was made
Feb. 26 by the National Security Coun-

cil after months of consideration. It reporters Wednesday said Khadafy's
was reported by The Associated Press moves against a number of countries
and other news media even though justified the American boycott.
administration spokesmen denied
Last year, the administration
publicly a decision had been reached.
closed the Libyan embassy in WashDuring the two-week delay, the ington and ordered American workadniinistration asked for support ers, most of them in the oil business,
among U.S. allies, but was rebuffed. to return home from Libya. Last
August, two American planes shot
Last year, President Reagan ques- down two Libyan fighters over the
tioned the value of sanctions imposed Gulf of Sidra during a U.S. Navy
unilaterally by the United States.
exercise. Khadafy charges violation
of Libyan territorial waters. The adBut the senior official who briefed ministration denied it.

Removal of aid could
debilitate El Salvador

Arab Condemnation

Rapraaantathias of Arab nation* (loft to right) Lebanon (William Swooa), Syria
(Vasilios Llarakos) and tha Palaitlnlan Liberation Organization (Patricia Davlsl
dabata In last night's Security Council simulation put on by tha Political
Science department and tha Model United Nations program.

photo by Tim Appal

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of plied military buildup in Nicaragua.
Haig said the insurrection in El
State Alexander Haig said yesterday
that withdrawal of U.S. military aid Salvador is "largely" and "essenwould be a "fatal blow" to the govern- tially" controlled from Managua, the
ment of El Salvador in its battle capital of Nicaragua.
against leftist guerrillas.
Sen. Robert Kasten (R-Wis.), chairTestifying before a Senate panel man of the subcommittee, said the
that screens foreign aid requests, aerial photographs were "helpful"
Haig also said it is too early to say" but "additional hard evidence" is
whether the United States would con- needed if the administration is going
tinue to supply aid if extreme rightists to gain support for its policies.
win the March 28 Salvadoran election.
When Sen. J. Bennett Johnston (DHAIG DECLINED comment on a
La.) asked what would happen in El report in the Washington Post that the
Salvador if the United States with- administration has approved a plan to
drew its aid, Haig replied, "It would try to destabilize the Nicaraguan govbe, I think, a fatal blow to the govern- ernment by using a CIA-directed 500ment's ability to sustain itself."
member paramilitary force drawn
The secretary added, however, that from other Latin American countries.
the outlook for the ruling junta is "not
Haig said it was "a matter of conas grim as is sometimes suggested" sistent and longstanding policy" not
and "in practical terms, the guerril- to comment on covert activities. He
las are not about to overrun the coun- added that his response should not be
try."
interpreted as confirmation of the
report.
HAIG APPEARED before the forSen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), asked
eign operations subcommittee of the Haie whether the administration
Senate Appropriations Committee as would continue military aid if a far
the Reagan administration continued right party headed by former Mai.
its efforts to rally public support for Roberto D'Aubulsson win* this
its Central American policies.
month's balloting for a constituent
On Tuesday, intelligence experts assembly.
showed off aerial photographs that
"It is too early to say," Haig rethey say show a massive Soviet-sup- sponded.

Conversion Task Force turns concerns to students
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter

The semester conversion process is
complete and the attention of the
conversion Task Force turns to the
students. Dr. Richard Eakin, Task
Force chair, said yesterday after
conversion plan approvals by Academic Council.
Eakin said students will receive
Ccations early next quarter, ining them ot how classes have
been converted and descriptions of
the new courses.
Thus, students will be able to see
how their programs have been converted before fall semester schedules

are published on May 7, he said.
Eakin noted that approval of the
college conversions, done in two
meetings, was completed five days
ahead of the conversion calendar. The
remaining deadlines are April 16 for
departments to inform the registrar
for 1962-83 scheduling and the May 7
schedule publication.
YESTERDAY'S Council action apSiroved the conversions of the Center
or Educational Options, the colleges
of Arts and Sciences and Health and
Community Services, Graduate College and Firelands College. "The colleges of Business Administration,
Education and Musical Arts received

approval last Wednesday.
Each plan submitted to Council
yesterday included at least one area
of non-compliance within the Task
Force guidelines.
But, Eakin told Council, "the five
generally are in compliance with the
guidelines."
After discussions on the non-compliances, with explanations and answers
given by departmental representatives, all were approved.
The non-compliance that received
the most discussion - and did not
receive full Council approval (three
no votes were cast) - was the Mathematics and Statistics conversions of
the College of Arts and Sciences.

IN A MEMORANDUM to Council,
the Task Force noted an improper
level change in Math 110 being partially converted into non-credit
courses (Math 095 or 096). Concerns
expressed by Council members included entry levels into programs and
the impact of overconversion on faculty needs.
Many times - for Mathematics and
Statistics, as well as for the plans of
the Graduate College and the College
of Health and Community Services the explanation for non-compliances
given was the strong interdepartmental relationships of the programs.
"We were often at the mercy of
people making decisions for their

conversions," Dr. Mary Miles, dean
of the College of Health and Community Services, told Council.

IN OTHER agenda action, Council
approved converted requirements of
writing proficiency.
The requirements, as listed in the
undergraduate catalog, are converted
as follows:
"To encourage all students to pass
English 112 prior to the beginning of
the junior year, 3 (formerly 4) credit
hours are added to the graduation
requirements of students who pass
English 112 after accumulating 60
(90) credit hours; 4 (5) hours, to the
graduation requirements of those

Civil rights movement presently in dormant state

Professor fears cuts will create black, white antagonism
by Becky Bracht
News staff reporter
A continuing struggle for civil
rights has existed for blacks ever
since the emancipation proclamation
and the end of slavery.
"We've been through periods of
rapid change and progress and then
we have dormant periods," Dr. Robert Perry, chairman of the department of Ethnic Studies, said. "I nope
that for the past five years we've been
in a dormant period," he said.
The civil rights movement was very
active during the 1950s and '60s under
the leadership of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. After the Brown vs. Topeka
case in 1954 decided that "separate
but equal" facilities were not adequate, there began a push towards
civil rights in areas other than education, Perry said.
The Montgomery Bus Boycott, led

by Dr. King, spawned the civil rights
movement and it began building
through the 1960s, Perry said. There
began to be riots in places like Watts
and Detroit, and challenges to admit
blacks to all-white colleges.
"ALL OF THIS helped to let the
public know what the attitudes of
blacks were to the way they were
being treated," be said.
"I can remember as a kid certain
parks I couldn't go to, and this was in
the north," he said.
The Civil Rights Amendments of
1964 and 1965 helped break down such
discrimination. All the amendments
-did was to finally spell out the rights
we should have had anyway," Perry
said.
The current anti-busing bills are
part of the way Perry said ne believes
the Reagan administration is trying
to turn back time.
"THEY'RE NOT enforcing equal

opportunity rules and regulations as
much as they did under the Carter
administration," he said.
"The issue isn't whether or not
blacks or whites believe in busing,"
Perry said. "The problem is the quality of the schools. "How can you
guarantee equitable education if you
don't bus?" he said.
Perry said school systems should
reflect the multi-cultural world the
students live in. It is very important
that students hear different viewpoints, he said, pointing out the difference in the way a white history
teacher would view slavery and the
way a black history teacher would
view it.
"I'm surprised at the number of
students I get who have never had a
minority teacher or professor before," he said. The Black Student
Union has made trying to get the
administration to hire more black

faculty members one of its top priorities, Perry said.
THE BSU was instrumental in getting the department of Ethnic Studies
off the ground, said Perry, who has
been with the department since its
beginning in July of 1970.
BSU is trying to get commitments
from the administration to allow visiting black faculty to teach, Perry said,
explaining that if the administration
won't hire full-time minority faculty,
by bringing visiting professors, students will get some exposure to different opinion.
Perry said he is afraid that current
budget cuts will create more antagonism between black and white students. "It's very easy to identify a
villian, but I would hope that would
not happen here," he said.
"I'm concerned about misinformation among students," he said, adding
that all black students are not on

financial aid and that there are many
white students who are.
BECAUSE of the drastic cutbacks
in federal and state grants, it would
be very easy for black students to
blame white students, thinking they
always are treated better, and white
students to blame black students,
thinking they always get more financial aid.
"Cooperation is a must if we're
going to be successful," Perry said,
referring to the apathy and hostility
that exists between groups.
Perry said it is too early to tell what
the impact on minorities will be from
the current administration's attempt
at regression of civil rights.
"It may result in a faster push for
civil rights," he said, explaining that
it would force cooperation and organization among minorities again and
create something for them to struggle
against.

Chief justice withdraws resignation from high court
COLUMBUS (AP) - State Supreme
Court Chief Justice Frank Celebrezze
did an about face Wednesday, withdrawing his resignation from the
court less than than 24 hours after he
quit to enter the Democratic gubernatorial race.

Celebrezze said in a letter sent to
Gov. James A. Rhodes Tuesday night
that he would step down from the high
court March 15, to carry out his plans
to seek the Democratic nomination in
the June primary.

About six hours before withdrawing
the resignation, Celebreeze told The
Associated Press he would jump into
a gubernatorial campaign committed
to the race: "No question about that.
I've been committed to it from the
beginning','' he said.

BUT LATE Wednesday, a copy of a
second letter to the governor was
released at the Statehouse in which he
withdrew his resignation.
Rhodes said late Wednesday he had
talked with Celebrezze by telephone
and agreed to disregard the letter of
resignation and allow the Democrat

to continue his court term.
"He said he'd like to withdraw his
resignation because of personal problems," Rhodes said.
Earlier Wednesday, Rhodes had
said he would appoint Justice Blanche
Krupansky to be the high court's first
woman chief justice if she wanted the
job.
, Celebrezze had announced his intention to resign last Jan. 15 but made
it official in a one-sentence letter
received at the governor's office
Wednesday."
"Kindly treat this letter as my

resignation from the Office of Chief to stay.
His potential candidacy had not
Justice of the Ohio Supreme Court,
effective 11:59 p.m. Monday, March been without its problems.
15,1982," the letter said.
Copies of a Jan. 25 letter to Celebrezze from the legal ethics comTHEN CAME the second letter, mittee of the Ohio Bar Association
which said: "I hereby withdraw my were anonymously sent to several
letter of March 9, 1982, which indi- newspapers last week.
cated that I would resign my office of
Chief Justice of the Ohio Supreme
The letter said the chief justice's
Court effective 11:59 p.m. Monday, entry into the gubernatorial contest
March 15,1982."
while continuing to hold office until
pending cases are decided "raises a
Only hours before changing course, question as to whether such conduct"
Celebrezze had said he was in the race would comply with judicial codes.

with 90 (135 or more) credit hours.
Exemptions are converted as follows:
• "Students transferring to BGSU
with 31 (46) or more credit hours,
provided that English 112 is passed
within the first 30 (45) credit hours
earned at BGSU after the transfer;
and
• "International students who
transfer to BGSU with 21 (31) or more
credit hours and for whom English is
a second language. Exemption from
the penalty must be recommended by
the director of international programs and English 112 must be
passed within the first 40 (60) credit
hours earned at BGSU."

Inside
3 Those with partial
schedules may take
comfort in knowing
that they can get some help.

5 Many women suffer
psychological scars after being raped and
often turn to counselors, but
the men in their life usually go
overlooked.

8 B.C. Phil Koester,
looking for a consecutive national
championship berth, competes in this weekend's zone
diving competition at Ohio
State

Weather
Scattered Showers in the
morning. High in the upper
40s, low near 30.

2 TV K Newt March 11, 1*82

Opinion
Student feels SGA not apathetic
I And it rather amusing (and also
entirely outrageous) that you choose
to attack student apathy (editorial on
Feb. 24, 1982) by charging that the
Student Government Association is a
"do nothing government." How irresponsible this accusation is!! Where
do you get off by telling them that
THEY do nothing to eradicate student
apathy? But wait, I'll answer that
question a little later.
I was not a part of SGA in the past,
nor am I presently. However, I have
been watching the governmental
proccesses of SGA for three years
now. It was unfortunate that SGA had
to encounter the problems it did this
past year. Internal problems do occur, although they theoretically
shouldn't. When this sort of thing does
happen, the victimized organization
wifl falter to some degree. If there are
any interested people willing to keep
the organization alive, they will do
their best to do so. SGA has done this
very thing.
There were those who felt that a
student government was needed on
this campus, and set out to do what
they should: reorganize. First came
the long process of revising the constitution. It's not perfect; no document
is going to please everyone, but the
constitution committee did the best
job they could.
Next on the agenda was elections
for new officers. Two sets of candidates for president and vice-president
ran, along with a whole host of representative candidates. Apparently
someone cared, for elections took
place and the officers and representatives were elected by the student

Focus
by Val C.S. Tekaucic
RSA President

body. Bruce Johnson and Margie Potapchuk need time to get the new,
reorganized government working.
This takes time it doesn't take
iilace overnight. I applaud SGA's eforts thus far.
Now. back to my original question.
Why do you, the News, choose to
condemn an organization for student
apathy when you don't seem to want
to do something about it vourself ? The
editorial to which I referred earlier
was the first article I have seen about
SGA (or any other campus organization for that matter) for a long time. I
am the president of the Resident
Student Association (RSA). My executive board and I tried to get a reporter from the News to cover our
meetings and help to convey information to the campus community. We
made numerous calls and personal
visits to the News. Did we get a
reporter? We did not.
Apparently the news didn't feel that
we were worthy of such attention.
(RSA's consitutency happens to be all
on-campus students; that amounts to
8000-plus students, or about half of the
entire student body!) A free-lance
reporter, out of the kindness of her
heart, takes time out of her overloaded schedule whenever she can so

that she can cover our meetings; for
this we thank her.
The media is a powerful force, a
force strong enough to move mountains, if necessary. Conveying information through the News can be a
weapon against student apathy.
Where is this information? The right
to freedom of speech is coupled with a
responsibility to the public, or in other
words, the students of the University.
Sure, it is nice to know what is going
on in Upper Siberia or way over there
in Pemberville. But I would like to
know what is going on here in my own
back yard!
But wait, there's more! Why does it
seem that when you do decide to print
something that it deals with only the
negative side to the issue? Negative
news, as far as my experiences with
the subject are concerned, GENERATES apathy. No one wants to hear it,
and if they do they will say, "I can't
do anything about it!" We need POSITIVE reinforcement on this campus,
and you are the best provider we have
for this. But who would be interested
in good news? Certainly not us, the
students of BGSU!!

Letters-

Is this University so small that it is
difficult to find something to report?
ance in August 1981, the University
gave me the run-around. The case
Come on, News, get a clue! It you
was referred to the Faculty Personnel
need ideas, look in the Green Sheet!
and Conciliation Committee which
Quit hiding in 106 University Hall and
I am writing to call the attention of then referred it back to the Office of
get out there and get some stories so
After reading Mr. Fink and Mr.
you look like a real newspaper and not the University community to a hear- Equal Opportunity which finally is- Muter's letters of 3/3 I had no idea of
some advertisement circular that I ing which was held March 8 in regard sued a report on January 6 of this how it related to Mr. Arnold's column
am constantly tempted to toss into the to my case against Firelands College. year. I was, thus, denied due process of the day before. However, I took
During 1980-1981,1 was a temporary tor a period of five months.
nearest File 13.
offense at some of their comments.
Instructor of History at Firelands and
The issues raised in this grievance
Oh, here's one more thing. Before applied for the tenure-track position go far beyond my particular case. I
First of all they dealt with freedom.
you decide to clean someone else's which was advertised for the current therefore requested an open hearing, That's
right, our FREEDOM which I
house, clean your own first.
academic year. Although I had re- but the University rejected this for- am taking advantage of now. I treaceived my Ph.D. in 1979 from the mat. In addition, two former directors sure it. We are indeed fortunate, as
University of Iowa, a white male of the Office of Equal Opporunity Fink and Muter pointed out, to be able
graduate student at BGSU, who had Compliance whom I requested to ap- to enjoy this luxury. We are also
not completed a draft of his disserta- pear as witnesses refused to testify. fortunate that this luxury is not just
tion, was hired instead. As a result, I Clearly the University does not wish limited to the "patriots" as Mr. Mchave charged Firelands College with to have its practices come under the Carthy would have had it in the '50s.
discrimination on the basis of sex. At careful scrutiny which they deserve. It's for all of us: the protesters, objecthe hearing my purpose was to show
The hearing panel has two weeks to tors, complalners and even the
that I encountered a pattern of dis- consider the case before coming to a dreaded communists (by the way, you
as so many functioning widgits mov- crimination while at Firelands; that decision. On the basis of the hearing, capitalized that word, does that mean
ing smoothly down an assembly line, affirmative action guidelines were it is my feeling that the panel will anything?). I'm sure our forefathers
oblivious to the storms gathering out- not followed in the niring process; handle the matter in a judicious man- wpuld agree.
,.mimi
that discrimination on the basis of sex ner. I would encourage faculty, stuside the factory walls.
was a factor in the final decision; and dents, and staff Jo Bay close attention
that I was denied due process after to the progress of this grievance. The
Now then, about our forefathers.
hiring practices, Affirmative Action I'm very proud of them too, probably
Utility may have deeper implica- filing my complaint.
While at Firelands, I was pressured Plan, and grievance procedures in almost as proud of them as you.
tions we commonly assume, but this
isn't, perhaps, the deeper issue here. by my male colleagues to employ a operation at BGSU are all in need of However, did you ever stop to conWhat is more distressing, to me, is the model of teaching based on a male serious review and revision to ensure sider the fact that they were proteswillingness of so many to chase what stereotype. Although I did not receive that individuals in the future will be ters, objectors and complalners in
is beautiful or emotional or intellec- any criticism of the content of my accorded fair and just treatment.
their day? And as such, they were the
tual from their minds in the hollow teaching and was successfully emfirst people saying "hello to the stern
ploying
a
style
with
which
I
was
Carol E. Morgan
and often lonely race to become a
hand of Communism" (it was impericomfortable,
I
was
constantly
encourFormar
instructor
of
Hlitory
contented, cautious though well-paid
alism back then). The British parliaaged
to
be
more
aggressive
and
draFirelanda Collage, BGSU
cog in businesses' ceaselessly grindment spoke of patriotism then also in
ing blur of cogs. It reflects more than miatic in my presentation. I was
an attempt to discredit the protesters.
thereby
being
forced
to
adhere
to
a
we may care to realize what we hold
The tactic didn't work in the 1700s and
male
model
in
my
teaching
style.
up to he the meaning of life. Don
it won't work this time either. It can't.
Judsqn's ill-conceived effort to teach
Firelands
College
did
not
conduct
a
people how to "relate to intensity" by
You see both parties have used the
playing Russian roulette with a full search for the position for which I
wrong definition of patriotism. For
Is The BG News hard up for arti- most words a book definition is adloaded .357 Magnum before his stu- applied, thereby circumventing affirdents on a cold January day this year mative action guidelines. No special cles? It was a woman who pointed out equate. But patriotism is not simply a
maybe a sad commentary on how efforts were made to attract women Marilyn Elsbrouch's article, "Bod- word. It's a philosophy, a way ot life.
little we trust our senses to be pleas- candidates although the number of ies: Basic to Women's Issues," to us, It breathes and lives and seethes with
antly fulfilled or even overwhelmed at women in the Department of Natural and she was embarrassed for all the emotion. It doesn't just mean being
the normal curse of events in our day, and Social Sciences had recently been females on campus. It should be willing to take up arms in the name of
one made more hideous by the sug- reduced from three to two. No goals pointed out that puberty is a difficult your country. It doesn't just mean
Sestion that a brush with suicide and on women and minority representa- period for both sexes.
reacting defensively to all attacks on
Was there a point to that article, or our country (verbal or otherwise). It
le hopeless despair it resolves has tion had been established for the
for us more relevance and meaning - department. With the hiring of one off many of the otnere "mistreatment of involves a degree of intelligence. We
call it utility - than the wonderous their own students, it appears that the women" articles we have been bom- must think and be aware. We must
experiences of watching the stars on a old-boy-network system of hiring con- mbarded with recently? One com- believe it is fair and iust to all people
desert night, hearing the first tenta- tinues to flourish at BGSU. Affirma- plained of body hair, it she's so self- no matter what their beliefs, color,
tive birdsongs of spring or a baby's tive action guidelines were conscious about her hair, she should race, religion or economic standing.
first pain-indignant cries, or feeling established to overcome such prac- shave. If she doesn't, then she is We must believe our country is doing
either proud of it or in rebellion right. And if we ponder ana find our
the awesomely intense sensation of tices.
My qualifications were not se- against the norms, and therefore country not doing right we must atbeing in love. To define the worth of
academic pursuits in this same fash- riously considered in the hiring proc- shouldn't be self-conscious.
tempt to change its course of action.
Another informed us that falcons Believe me Mr. Fink and Mr. Muter,
ion will lead to no less dismal a ess. The fact that I have a Ph.D. was
not
given
sufficient
weight.
In
addiare
female,
and
this
fact
should
lead
statement on what, ultimately, we
if any foreign power made an attempt
believe is or is not worthy of pursuit. tion to the introductory courses in the News to better coverage of wom- to limit my freedom by attacking our
European history, I taught women's en's sports. There is no logic involved country I would be the first one in line
history, labor history and a course in in this statement.
to enlist. But when my own governWorld War II. Since Firelands atIf the women on this campus can't ment attempts to limit the freedom of
tempts to attract large numbers of write about more serious women's another people, as in El Salvador, I
non-traditional students, particularly issues, they should stop writing. will protest. And when my own govwomen, these courses were of partic- These articles make people laugh, ernment registers men for a draft, a
ular relevance to the experiences and and that can only hurt the fight Tor draft which, if realized, will only send
heritage of Firelands students. Per- women's rights. And including them American blood where American
If you would like to comment on
haps they were not the "right" in this paper makes you look low on money currently does the dirty work,
something in The News or anything
courses to teach according to the substance. There are some problems I will object and complain. I will
of interest to the campus or comadiTunLsUut'on.
for women that deserve serious atten- resist to the point of rotting in jail,
munity, write to The News:
Although I have documentary evi- tion - let's hear more about them. Get perhaps dying. These are not words
dence that I was a finalist for the with it News!
said off the cuff. These are statements
position, the University is attempting
made only, Mr. Fink and Mr. Muter,
The letter or guest column
to claim that I was not. Either I was a Tom Bodla
only because I am a patriot. Are you?
should be typewritten, triple
finalist or the listing of my name 841 8th St. tS
Xced and signed. Please lnamong the final candidates was an act Clndla Carta
de your address and
of tokenism.
SOS Clough 3SC
telephone number for verificaMlko Kovaek
After filing my complaint with the Andraa Newman
707 OHanhauar Waal
Office of Equal Opportunity Compli- 939 Carol
tion. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than aoo
by Garry Trudeau
DOONESBURY
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
1BS.IVC,
im caBU6ETcven
UU,HeASKO> THSNGO,*WMI\
emJYSBBxsmKrasM0H.IPON7
The News reserves the right
mi IT, MOM. THIS FAMIU
cxr»*aw FKM us UFE
MBTDWBHIM HlM/HK
MBHTNOT.
DOmiOl
UOHTIST
THINK
I
TALKW
to. reject letters or portions of
H&6 MHTHOU. ISHB
TOAPHAMCBIH) RCACHMS
mn.ne
wopoAHrmm
Cm&DHIS
STILL norm OUT ON
THBHSSHlWeS OUTTOYOU.
letters that are in bed taste,
T06enm,tim»*
BKMBl, MW.TWUSH.
SCAMS
COKBTTtMSHT.
\
malicious or libelous. All are
imams
\a^3j»
subject to condenss tion.

Former instructor
explains grievance

Student feels lucky
for having freedom

Liberal arts education still useful,
especially in 'real world' of work
Robert Dodd's recent suggestion
(Focus, Mar. 4,1962) to eliminate the
Popular Culture Department as a way
of reducing Vmva^Ly ..staauttL
("Good heavens, ff there & one thing
we need to study less in this country,
It's pop culture") reminds me of
something a fellow student, also at the
university I attended as an undergraduate but unlike myself, a technology major, said in response to a
similar budget problem there. "We
should eliminate the whole College of
Arts and Sciences," he said emphatically. Pressed to explain himself, he
continued, in an exasperated voice,
"Why bother with anything you can
never apply?"
What he was talking about, in a
word, was utility. As a concept "utility" has been growing increasingly
popular on college campuses today:
We are regularly advised to take
classes which will lead us to jobs and
steady futures, to concentrate on careers, to not bother with the esoteric,
the unfamiliar, the self-probing or the
challenging it taking them might
threaten our high grade-point averages. Utility, raised to a tool, works as
a sharp-edged knife, dicing practical
matters from the stuff of history and
literature and the sciences which,
we're told, are fun to take up for a few
moments in our spare time (if any can
be found) but have no real meaning in
our lives. We have grown so accustomed to hearing about this supposed
dichotomy in the last decade that it is
something some people no longer
question, like the necessity of buying
one's first home in the proper suburb
or chasing the ever-elusive American
Dream.
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Someone else I recall from my underKaduate days, a person I hadn't
own well before, joined me one
afternoon waiting outside a professor's office, and we began talking. He
was, as I was then, an English major.
Why had he chosen that major, I
asked? "To get into law school, of
course," he replied, his eyes widening
in a manner I can still now clearly
recall. "Aren't you?"

It is hard to point out to people of
that persuasion that in fact many
American businesses, in a recent survey, still favored liberal arts graduates over those who have doggedly
pursued their Business Administration
degrees, for these individuals are in
fifteen or twenty years the ones who
rise higher in the corporate structure,
surpassing even their colleagues with
MBAs. They prefer them because
these people have the requisite ability
to think, to wrestle not with balance
ledgers but the larger problems surrounding them, to look not at bottom
lines alone but also at the economic
and social trends in their culture and
beyond which their companies must
recognize and consider in order to
prosper. They prefer them because,
on the whole, they are healthier and
happier individuals, more ready to
face the world's challenges, more
likely to replace the current captains
But we may be losing far more than of industry than their more narrowwe realize with that point of view. visioned brethren who see the world
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City makes effort to reduce juvenile crime problem
S'Sam Mauro
ews reporter
Scene 1: Four boys, the oldest 17,
attempt to enter the Uptown bar on a
Saturday night. When they are refused entry they attempt to sneak in
the back door, and are caught by a
bar employee. The employee, a University student, is fatally stabbed.
Scene 2: A University woman is
jogging near Founders Ouadrangle
and she js suddenly tackled from
behind and an attempt is made to rip
off her clothing. The person arrested
for the incident is 16 years old.
These are just two examples of
juvenile crimes that have occurred in
Bowling Green in the past year.
Denny Joseph, juvenile detective in
Bowling Green, said efforts are being
made to reduce the problem.
"I think that everyone realizes that
there is a juvenile crime problem. But
the problem is that not everyone
wants to help to correct it. We are
trying to make the people of Bowling
Green more aware to look for juveniles acting suspicious," Joseph said.

MOST JUVENILE CRIMES in the
city involved minor thefts or vandalism, Joseph said, adding that most
juvenile crime is a result of peer
pressure.
"Most of the juvenile crimes in
Bowling Green are done while the
juveniles are with other people their
age. They do it to impress the people
they are with, to show them that they
are 'cool'," Joseph said.
He did admit, however, that there
are some juvenile crimes that are
more serious.
"Those individuals that we deal
with for serious criminal charges
have different attitudes and beliefs
than those who are here for stealing
petty items. I think that for us to get to
the problem of juvenile crime, the
courts must be more strict in the
punishments mat are given out."
IN BOWLING GREEN, when a
juvenile is arrested and detained, he
is sent to the Wood County Juvenile
Detention Center. Judge Georee Forrest said the juveniles that come to
the center are the more serious cases.
"There are only four reasons that a

juvenile can be held in a detention
Once brought to the center the juvehome. The first is to keep the person nile must receive a hearing within 10
from running away from his parents days. While at the center, the child is
or from prosecution. The second is to kept busy, Palma Rife, director of the
keep the juvenile for his own protec- center, said.
tion. A third is to protect the public
"When they are first brought here
from the individual. And a fourth is so they are put in isolation for 24 hours.
that we can work with the person and Then they are put into their own room
try to work out his or her problems to and start in the daily routine of the
help them in the future," Forrest center. This includes three hours of
said.
school in the morning, cleaning jobs

Peer counselors clear up scheduling woes
The stress of completing a partial schedule is usually faced by
each student at least once during
his college career.
As an aid to each student in
completing the schedule efficiently, the Office of Registration
and the Undergraduate Student
Government is sponsoring peer
counseling.

CINEMA 18?

Meadowview Court
Apartments

IF A STUDENT wants to know

a*4

THURSDAY NIGHT IS
STUDENT NIGHT!!!

ISI
4th BIG WEEK!
| STUDENTS $1*00
when life is at its finest...
when Jove is at its fullest.. .
KATHARINE HENRY
HEPBURN
FONDA
At 7:30 &
JANE

214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Groan
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982
furnished or unrumished

9:30 pm

FONPA|PGT|

2 bdrm: Unfurnished;
Furnished; $285
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Resident Ptys Electric Lights
Efficiencies:
Unfurnished; $200
Furnished; $225
Landlord Pays Al Utilities
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what he needs to complete a particular core requirements, the peer
counselor can tell him.
The counselors cannot supply a
closed course card, which must
come from the instructor or the
department. If there are questions
that the counselor is not trained to
answer, the student is referred to
his department for guidance.
The table of counselors are divided according to their speciali-

ties, one each from the Colleges of
Education, Arts and Science, University Division and Health and
Community Services. Check sheets
and the University bulletin are on
hand for reference.
Last quarter, 1,200 students
sought the guidance of the trained
peer counselors, instead of garnering misinformation from
friends.
Peer counseling will not be available during open registration.

NOW LEASING FOR 1982-83
Frazee Avenue Apartments
818,624,656,670 Frazee Ave.
Features:

2 bedroom furnished apts.
2 Baths
1V2 blocks from campus

•PMked~^thpTaoea,"peopieT
feelings and talent"■
At

Hours: Mon -Fri. 012 a 1-5

1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $200
Furnished; $225
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Resident Pays Electric Lights

in the Grand Ballroom from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
The trained volunteers are not
meant to replace the guidance
given students through their faculty advisers, Karen Kampe. Student Welfare Coordinator, said.
Their main purpose is to supply
general information to the student,
clearing up areas that are unclear
to the student, giving them basic
information, she said.

When a student experiences frustration in completing his schedule,
the peer counselors are available

IQOBOBBBI

1 Bdrm Unfurnished; $250
Furnished; S270
Landtofd Pays Al Utilities

around the center, and a physical said.
Forrest said he disagrees that punfitness program in the afternoon,"
ishment for juveniles is too lenient.
Rife said.
"I feel that working with a child is
"AFTER their hearing, depending more helpful than putting him in a
on the decision of the court, they could workhouse for 30 days. Thirty years
be placed on probation, or sent to ago the solutions were to do such
another agency for help. Still others things and the results were not any
could be detained here until the court better than today. Strict punishment
sees fit to send them somewhere else may not be the solution to a child's
or put them on probation," Forrest problem," Forrest said.

7:30 pm

$450 per month plus elec.

• Laundry facilities available • Gas heat
• Swimming pool • Party room
• Game room • Sauna
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Have we got a meal deal for you at Pizza Inn! Two
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Let the Pet Emporium help!
We sell a wide variety of products
for the forgotten pet over Springbreak.
Return home and find your hamster,
gerbil, bird, or fish alive and well because you
took the added precautions before leaving.
Come in and see our 10 day fish feeders, two
week bird seed feeders or other holiday
products.
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Dine In only

Just remember,
When you are down in Florida getting burnt to a crisp, Nobody's going
to be around to feed the fish.

At the following participating Pizza Inn* Restaurants!

1616 East Wooster St.

352-4657
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Gay Union reorganizes, changes name to Choice
The name of their group
is Choice.
The name was chosen,
they explain, because it is
more representative and
less political than their old
title: the Gay Student
Union.
.
Choice was formed at the
beginning of the year and
meets atv: 30 every Thursday at St. Thomas More
University Parish, 425
Thurstin St.
The group is mixed, and
attendance of about 30 people is considered average,
six manners expiainc-a.

IS ONLY AS
FAR AS YOUR PHONE

352-5166
bring* you • duality pun or
submarine sandwich

FAST FREE DELIVERY

3

THE MEMBERS
they prefer to meet
campus, and like meeting
at St. Thomas More because it provides a safe,
consistent
place to meet.
ntnlaci
'It's kind of comfortable
at St. Thomas, because
nobody bothers you over
there, another member
said.
While describing Bowling Green as a fairly open
community, the members
said they prefer not to divulge their names because
of possible abuse or prejudice by others.
BUT their first priority
is making others aware of
their group and stressing
that it is open to anyone
with an alternative lifestyle, they agreed.

"People get a lot out of
the meetings" another
person said. "They're therapeutic."
Most of the meetings

center around open discussions, they said.
Last Thursday's meeting
included a discussion of the
film Making Love and the

In addition, the memplay Bent, which they saw
at the University of Toledo,
bers discussed their experiences "growing up gay,"

Unemployment fears limit strikes
COLUMBUS (AP) Fear of being out of work
has brought about an uneasy labor peace around
the country, the director of
the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service says.
"In the United States
today, we probably the
lowest incidence of strikes
in recent memory. Concessions seem to be the name
of the game," Kenneth
Moffett said.

Alpha Xi Delta
Proudly Announces Their
New Officers;
President
Vice-President
Membership
Sr. Panhellenic Delegate
Pledge Educator
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Quill Chairman
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Journal Correspondent
Historian
Chaplain
Marshal
Ritual
Social Chairman
House Chairman

"Until the economic situation is straightened out
... I think we'll have a
degree of labor peace
reached not out of an accommodation of good will
(between labor and management) but out of fear,"
Moffett added.
Moffett, who has headed
the mediation service
since January 1961, made
the remarks Tuesday at a
meeting of the central Ohio
chapter of the Industrial
Relations Research Association.
Moffett said there is no

Sally First
Debi Gruber
Rhonda Pate
Kelley Frease
Nancy Myers
Mindy Crispin
Vicki Grissom
. Kelli Purk
Belinda Alfrey
Caryle Hill
Tracy McSki
Debbie Smith
Kolby Neidhardt
Beth Level
Cindy Habjan
Cindy Berry
Tammy Potter

CAMPUS
FILMS
Double
Indedmnity
Thur.

8:00p.m.

question that the key issue
in labor talks today is job
security.
"There probably won't
be very high increases as
far as wages are con-

The Special Olympics, a
program designed to encourage mentally retarded
individuals to participate
in athletic events, received
a $592.15 donation from the
Commuter Off-Campus Organization Wednesday.
COCO raised the money
through their pie-throwing
booth at the UAO MarcS
Gras.
"We think it is a good,
worthwhile program,
Kim Hunt, COCO communications secretary said.
Hunt said COCO usually
donated their money from
Mardi Gras to the Charities Board, but this year
they decided to earmark
their earnings for the Special Olympics.
"We emphasize how
much the individual can
do, not how much he should
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The planets are aligned in the heavens
and Sound Associates has lined up
prices to make this the best sale of
electronic equipment under the sun!
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CONGRATULATIONS
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s0
NEW OFFICERS
XI
President
V.P. of IV
V.P. of Rush
Secretary
Treasurer
Social Chairman
Asst. Treasurer
Asst. Social
House Manager
Athletic Chairman
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Alumni Correspondence
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Mike Walpole
Dan McCormick
Scott Roberts
Kent Utter
Tony Zurca
Dave Wendt
Jamie Murphy
Phil Schandle
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Bob Lutz
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THJETA CHI would Like to
Welcome 37 New Members
To the Brotherhood
Congratulations
Berry
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Here's a special offer from
the leader in quality sound
reproduction, Muei* Buy
2 and save more!

be able to do," Curt
Brewer, area coordinator
for Special Olympics, said.
Brewer said the Special
Olympics is not a once a
year event, but an "ongoing experience.'"
Each event must be
sanctioned by the area
coordinator in order to
carry the Special Olympics
name. The Special Olympics sponsor about 169 programs for mentally
retarded in each county.
Those with an IQ of 75 or
below can participate in
the Special Olympics,
Brewer said.
Upcoming events for
Special Olympics include a
state basketball tournament at the University
March 26 and 27 and a
sectional track tournament June 5.
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Gish Theatre

3

cerned. The big questions
are how many people are
going to be unemployed,
how many plant closings
are there going to be and
how many jobs are there
going to be?"

COCO gives money
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including such aspects as
when they realized they
were gay, if they have told
their parents, and how people relate to them.
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Man in rape victim's life also faces emotional trauma
by Carolyn Thornton
Copy Editor
A woman is walking home alone in
the dark. She glances nervously
around, hearing footsteps everywhere. Suddenly, her worst fears are
realized. A man darts out from behind
a building and grabs her, covering her
mouth with a sweaty hand to muffle
her screams. She struggles, kicking
and scratching, and finally lands a
solid blow to the man's groin. He
doubles over and she takes the chance
to run.
She runs to her apartment, gasping,
with tears streaming down her face.
She calls her boyfriend at home and
sobs out the story to him. Before she's
finished, he hangs up, and two hours
later he appears at Her door with a
gun in his hand.
Every year there are two rapes
reported every minute nationwide,
and 80 to 90 percent of rapes go
unreported. The number of attempted
rapes is probably at least twice this.
But while many studies and articles
have been done about the victims of
rape, very little attention has been
given to the secondary victim - the
man in the victim's life. Whether It is
a boyfriend, husband, father or
brother, men are often deeply affected by the rape, or attempted rape,
of the woman they care about.

"A woman is feeling shaky and
scared as it is, and when her man
shows all this great anger, natural
though it is, she is scared even more,"
said a local rape couselor, who preferred to remain unidentified. "This
alienation can carry over into the
sexual aspect of the relationship. A
woman is very likely to be wary of
having sex, even with the man sue
loves. And anger, especially violent
anger, is going to make her even more
reluctant, ana it may even remind her
of the rapist."

time afterward -1 was afraid of men
in general, and I was terrified of being
left alone, even during the day. Jerry
picked up on this fear and magnified
it in his mind, I guess. He felt he
should have been there to stop it,
which is silly. But I suppose it's hard
for a man to stand by and watch (in so
many words) his woman being raped,
and not feel awful about it."
Toledo United Against Rape is the
closest thing to a support group in this
area for men somehow involved in a
rape. The organization published a
pamphlet entitled Men Against Rape:
What You Should Know that deals
with these feelings of frustration,
anger and helplessness. It advises
men to get professional help if the
problem becomes bad enough.

WHEN JUDY was raped, she was
afraid to tell her husband because she
knew of his violent temper. But he
could tell something was bothering
her, and he pried it out of her. As she
expected, he went into a rage and
stormed out of the house, swearing to
"MEN ARE told not to care or talk
find the guy and "beat the shit out of about it, but they need to," the pamhim." Judy said he was gone for three eilet says. "Personal revenge won't
hours and came bad tired and
Ip."
empty-handed, but more calm. I think
Sarah said that after she'd been
he lust needed the time and space to raped, her ex-boyfriend became excool down and get himself together," tremely protective, not letting her go
she said. "He took it worse than I anywhere alone and challenging evdid."
ery male who spoke to her.
The counselor said she did not know
"At first I appreciated it," she said.
how widespread the problem was in "I was still scared and shaky about
Wood County because there is no men. But after a while, it began to get
program established to help these on my nerves. I mean, I'm a grown
men sort out their feelings and relieve woman. I know that it happened, but I
their anger.
guess I can put things behind me.
"These men certainly need to talk Mike couldn't. It got so I couldn't
IN A STUDY done by Glamour about it. Some men may even need breathe." Sarah said that the
magazine, it was found that the single psychiatric help," she said. "But it is relationship finally ended because she
emotion experienced most often by a problem that has gone unrecog- couldn't stand the protectiveness any
men after the rape of a wife or girl- nized. No one thinks of how the rape longer.
friend is fury.This is natural. A man affects the man, and that's natural to
feels that his territory has been in- some extent. After all, it is the woman
"Men experience a wide range of
vaded, that his wife or girlfriend has who is attacked and violated. But the emotions when someone they love is
been violated. And the man often feels man's feelings and sensibilities are raped," said the counselor. "Anger,
helpless.
attacked, and some men wind up with humiliation, guilt, protectiveness,
'1 should have been there to stop real emotional problems. Guilt and failure are all common reactions.
it," said John (all names have been anger can be very powerful."
How he deals with these feelings is the
changed) about the rape of his girlfkey to how the problem resolves itriend last year. "I could have proWHEN NANCY TOLD her husband self. A man shouldn't burden the
tected her. I wanted to kill the guy, to that she had been attacked and raped, victim with his feelings, because she's
hunt him down like the beast he is and he appeared to take it fairly well. But having a hard enough time with her
kill him. I still do." John said he still he began having nightmares and feel- own. But he should find someone he
suffers guilt feelings about the rape, ings of inferiority.
can talk to - a close friend, his father
even though rationally, he knows it
**At first I thought
"
it was iust a or his minister - and get the feelings
wasn't his fault.
mood or something," Nancy out, before they become destructive
The rage a man feels can scare a said. "Then I began tracing it back to to himself and the relationship. Don't
woman even more, and alienation is the time of the rape, and I felt I had bottle it up, or sometime, it will exliable to creep into the relationship. the answer. I had had a very hard plode."

THE FINAL story is about Diane,
who was raped just fall quarter. She
automatically ran to her boyfriend's
apartment and told him what had
happened. A feeling of rage overtook
him, but he choked it back and concentrated on calming Diane. After
putting her to bed, he walked into his
roommate's bedroom and poured out

tceomp

all the feelings of anger and hatred he have been able to prevent it. I know
felt for the rapist.
now that I couldn't have. But from
"I hated the guy for getting Diane," now on, I can see to it that Dafcie
he said, "and I still do. But 'talked to never walks by herself and that she
my roommate and he forced me to see knows what to do if it happens again.
the consequences of getting even with I'll never forgive the guy, or forget,
the bastard. It really helped to spill it but at least I can live with myself
all out. I felt that somehow I should now."
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names of 9» women to honor the
heritage of women in history."
A FEMALE POPE is among the
many women Chicago and her coworkers have unearthed from history. Otters Include Margaret
Jones, Phyllis Wheatley, Sojourner
Truth, Saeaiewea, Susan B. Anthony and Margaret Sanger. Chl{o captare* a bit about each of
; guests and the women honored
on the ceramic floor la her bank,
also titled. The Dinoer Partg.
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BO, Margaret Janes was the
first woman executed as a witch in
America. As a medical practidcner In the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, she apparently aroused the
fctta^io^nilrost of the nude
PHYLLIS WHEATLEY lived
during the 18th century. She wrote:
i, young in life, by seeming
cruel fate
Was snateh'd from Afric's
fancy'd happy seat;
What pangs excruciating mast
What sorrows labour in my
parent's breasts!"
Educated by her mistress, aba
became America's first reeognued
Mack poet Her achievement provided a positive argument for the
education of blacks.
In the 19th Century, former slave
Sojourner Troth related her Hie
story as she walked around America. While traveling, she realized
that the liberation 3 blacks and of
women were woven together. Her
anthdavery lectures began to incorporate arguments for women's
rights. Chicago wrote Truth "was
an inspiration to all who heard her

fia>paytebwawk.ber
name almostwas \oat in history.
At Seneca Kails. N.Y.. Susan B
Anthony led otter women to demaadtog their right to vote, hi
educated, enter
have control over tfleir bodies, sign

e£^a£^&Z
proper%.
to the early 1900s, Margaret
began contraceptive reAs a nurse, numerous
had approached her with
• birth control. » was
i even to pus oat inforon the subject. Chicago
; Sanger 'convened the
ta) fflrth Control Cani
;hr forerunner to
Parenthood, of which
Sanger became president to 1953."
The exhibit's brochure declares
that the "The Dinner Party" expresses the belief and hope that
once reverence for the feminine is
re^sUbhahed on Earth, and balance will be restored to human
existence and''Everywhere will be
Edenagaii

Thirty percent of rapists know their victims

Communication gap may lead to acquaintance rape
by Deana Cox
News reporter
It started out like any other freshman dorm party. Most of the guys
hung out on one side of the room,
while the girls acted coy along the
opposite wall. Each side surveyed the
other as they chugged one mindnumbing beer after another.
Sue, a petite brunette with sensitive
brownish-black eyes, was talking with
several friends when someone tapped
her on the shoulder.
"Hi. remember me?" a tall, freshly
scrubbed guy asked her.
Ever since she met him last quarter, she had not been able to forget
him. Sue knew instantly who he was,
but tried not to disclose her happy
surprise.

"YOU'RE Lynn's friend John, aren't
you?" she asked in a weak nervous
voice. Sue was usually relaxed in
social situations, but John was something special. He was an honor student and an athlete; she could not
imagine him paying attention to her.
It was important to Sue that she make
a rgood impression.
'That's right," he answered. He
radiated that "all American guy"
look; a clear tan face, straight nose
and blue eyes that not only looked at
you but also into you as he spoke.
Sue could not believe what was
happening to her. "Just don't blow it
by doing something stupid," she
warned herself.
During the party they talked and
John drank until the keg was dry and
he was "feeling no pain."

ONCE THE BEER was gone the
party broke up. John asked if he could
go to Sue's room to talk for a while.
Sue thought if she said no she would
never see him again.
As soon as she let him into her
room, however, Sue felt she had made
a mistake. John switched on one sinS;le dim lamp. The light cast eerie
ong shadows across the sparsely
decorated room.
Initially, John was courteous and
gentlemanly. As they conversed, John
leaned over at intervals and planted
beer-scented kisses on Sue s lips.
Since Sue showed no resistance, John
forged ahead more aggressively.
Sue wanted so desparately to be
liked by John that she did not argue.
She did resist, however, when she
realized he was taking things too

Big Brothers/Big Sisters

Agency finds 'sibling volunteers'
rection of professional staff to those of the games."
Don laughed. "He knows all the
children who need the personal
guidance which a volunteer Big players," ne commented. "That's
Dressed casually in faded jeans and Brother/Big Sister can provide.
more than I can say."
a plaid sport shirt, Don McMichael
leaned back comfortably in a chair One year ago, Frank and Don were
DON AND FRANK also enjoy playand smiled encouragingly ct the boy introduced and it has proved to be a
ing frisbee, watching movies and getsitting on the couch. The boy was i- match well made.
year-old frank Orwig, Jr., and he To become a big brother, Don went ting ice-cream cones.
grinned back impishly, dangling his through a series of orientation ses'Sometimes we even do homework
feet over the edge of his seat. The two sions and interviews.
together," Don said. Frank showed
exchanged a warm look that showed a
common bond: they call each other "THE ORGANIZATION really with a wrinkle of his nose that he
brother but they've only known each screens volunteers carefully," Don didn't think homework was as much
other one year.
said. "I can understand it though, fun as hockey or ice-cream cones.
Don is a junior business education they want to be sure you're all right "We don't have to spend a lot of
money," Don continued. "Just being
major. When he was a freshman he before they match you with a kid.
saw an article in the News about the Don comes from a background that together is fun."
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of North- makes him particularly sensitive to Since their first meeting, Frank and
western Ohio and thought it might be Frank's needs. Don's parents were Don try to spend three to lour hours a
something he would like to do.
also divorced when he was young and week together. It's not always easy as
Frank is a second grader at Crim he says he had a hard time getting to Don keeps his schedule busy with
Elementary and an only child. His know his father.
school work, internships and Sigma
parents are divorced and his mother, "At times I really wish someone Phi Epsilon activities where he is a
Loretta Orwig, works in Kreiscber had done for me what I'm doing for pledge.
cafeteria to help make ends meet.
Frank," Don said. "I missed not
having someone to play baseball with. "Frank is pretty understanding
' ALTHOUGH FRANK and his All my sister wanted to do was play when I'm really busy," Don said. But
mother share their borne with another with dolls and my brothers were I always try to make time to see him
and we talk several times on the
woman and her two sons, Orwig was much older than I, he said.
concerned that Frank needed more The interviews Don went through phone throughout the week."
male companionship. She saw adver- were also done to determine his inter- The big brother commitment does
tisements for Big Brothers/Big Sis- ests and preferences. Frank went not end with the onset of summer,
ters on the television and in the through a similar screening. Then the either. Last summer Don worked at
newspapers. Friends encouraged her "brothers" were matched according Cedar Point Amusement Park in
and she decided to check out the to what they had in common. Sandusky. The two kept in contact by
organization.
Recently their biggest interest has telephone and occasional visits.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters is a full- been following the University hockey
Both Frank and Don seem to enjoy
time agency operating within the or- team.
being "related."
ganization of United Central Services. "I like hockey," Frank said, his
"I really like my big brother,"
It's primary purpose is to provide a eyes glowing, lighting up his small, Frank said, looking up at Don, his
one-to-one relationship under the di- round face. "We ve even gone to some face shining with admiration.
by Jaime Butler
News reporter

Suickly and was not going to slow
own, or stop.
AFRAID to scream out and cause a
humiliating scene, Sue tried to fight
him. But he was larger and stronger
and easily overpowered her. An evening that started with high hopes
turned into disaster. Sue was raped.
A victim of acquaintance rape, Sue
is only one example of the thousands
of women assualted by men they
already know.
Diane Phillis, psychology graduate
student involved in the study of the
psychology of women, explained that
a rapist is only a complete stranger SO
percent of the time. Thirty percent of
the time rapists know their victims, 7
percent are relatives and 3 percent
have had a previous close relationship
with their victims.
Phillis explained that rape, as the
law defines it, is the perpretration of
an act of sexual intercourse with a
female against her will and consent.

sexes. "When this miscommunication
concerns sexual issues, it can mean
trouble- like acquaintance rape,"
Phillis warned.
Acquaintance rape can result from
contradiction in words or body language. In the case of Sue and John,
Sue may have been extra-attentive
and friendly to keep John's attention.
These actions, plus a heavy dose of
alcohol, could have led John to believe
Sue was "loose," she explained.
Phillis warned that labeling someone as "loose" or "easy" is dangerous. "Labeling can lead to sexual
violence. Men labeled as 'studs' or
'jocks' can feel obligated to be aggressive while women labeled as loose'
are seen as likely targets for rape,"
she explained.

ACCORDING to Phillis, stereotypes
are as dangerous as labels. Often, a
man asks the woman out, spends the
money and makes the plans. The
woman accepts the plans and has the
money spent on her. "Money can
"RAPE IS any forced sexual relations convey power," she said."Some men
against a person's will, whether ac- see it as a trade-off for sex."
In situations with the opposite sex,
quainted or not," Phillis said.
Phillis points out that several fac- Phillis explained, it is often hard to
tors and Behaviors can lead to ac- express true feelings. Both men and
quaintance rape. There are often women, therefore, often give up their
many communication problems in a rights- women in order to please or
relationship which can cause double keep the man, and men- out of obligameanings and confusion for both tion to live up to an aggressive stereo-

ty

E5l
when
;n the woman feels blamed for
"leading the man on" or "asking for
it," she may be too embarassed to call
for help. This embarassement is also
apparent in the statistics of unreported rapes. Phillis estimated that
eighty percent of all rapes go unreported (with an even greater number
of acquaintance rapes going unreported) while 15 percent of reported
rapes are determined to be unfounded
or not believed by the police- especially if the victim knew her assailant
"What kind of chance would I have
if I went to the police?" Sue asked.
"They'd say I invited it. So would
most students if word got out."
PHILLIS SATO there are ways men
and women can avoid getting into a
potential acquaintance rape situtation. "You should be aware of how you
communicate. Express your choices
about sex clearly, she said. "Women
and men should take responsibilty for
whatever choices they make about
sex, including touching, kissing and
coming on."
Avoid using labels and pressuring
others to live up to labels such as
"stud, foxy, easy or loose." she said.
"Be aware of what might be expected
in any situation," Phillis said. "And
resist peer pressure when it violates
your rights or the rights of others."

Gallery exhibit expects big draw
by Mark Di Vincenzo
News reporter
There is an art gallery here on
campus in 210 McFail Center.
"I am trying to get a sign," Gallery
Director Mary Wolfe said, "because
students don't realize that this place
is even here."
The walls of the gallery saw many
more students when it was the library's reading room, Wolfe said, but
since then, student visits at the gallery have been few.
The next exhibit should stimulate
our students' interest, I hope," Wolfe
said.
SCULPTOR Timothy Curtis, instructor at George Washington University in St. Louis, will be sharing his
artwork with the University from
March 12 to April 23 from 8 a.m.-5
pjn. Mondays through Fridays, except on March 12 when the display
will open at 7 p.m..
"The 'Midwest' is the title of my
most recent body of work," Curtis
said, "and as the title implies, the
main impetus for this work has been
Midwestern imagery.
"I am concerned with expressing

the contrast between our highly technical and impersonal 20th Century
and our search for a return to a
simpler way of life," Curtis said.
As with most aspects of life, the
Midwest is conservative, Wolfe said,
and art is no exception.
AMERICANS living on the east and
west coasts are more knowledgeable
about contemporary art, whereas,
Midwesterners seem afraid of modern art forms, Wolfe said.
"They say if you can sell art in
Ohio," Wolfe said "you can sell art
anywhere."
the new show will feature 13-15
large wooden sculptures that will
have to be taken apart to fit through
the stairwells and the doorways of
McFail Center, and then be reassembled in the gallery, Wolfe said.
The exhibit will display hundreds of
sculptures as simple as a sled made of
logs, and as abstract as objects recognizable only to Curtis, Wolfe said.
"These contemporary sculptures
that will be exhibited certainly will
shock your system," Wolfe said, "and
they should be interesting, if nothing
else."
THE GALLERY will receive no

commission on any art sculptures
sold by Curtis, Wolfe said, and Curtis
will sell only certain pieces, not everything.
r
'Artists like Tim Curtis have become pop culture heroes for everyone, when in the past, art was
reserved for the elite only," Wolfe
said.
As director of the gallery, Wolfe
makes arrangements for artists or
groups of artists to display their work
in the University's gallery. Besides
exhibiting his work, Curtis will perform other services, Wolfe said.
AS PART of Curtis' contract for his
wood sculpture display, he will be
working closely with art students and
especially sculptors, while he is at the
University, a memorandum said.
Curtis will also speak to art classes
on sculpture in general and on contemporary directions in the field of
art.
There will be a wine reception for
Curtis from 7-10 p.m. on March 12,
Wolfe said and it will be open to the
public.
"Do encourage people to come,"
Wolfe said, "Thj gallery wouldn't be
on a college campus if we didn't want
college students to see it."
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Few apartments secure for break, police warn
S'Sam Mauro
ews reporter
You have just finished your last exam, your bags are
packed, the car is running and you are ready to go. But if
you live in an apartment you might not be as ready as
you think.
Bowling Green police report that over Christmas and
spring breaks the number of apartment break-ins increase almost 70 percent. But Lt. William Fox said most
of the break-ins could be avoided.
"When students are finished with their exams we find
that they are in a big hurry to get out of Bowling Green.
They don't take the tune to make sure that the place they
live is secured," Fox said.

DONUTSFOR
A STUDY BREAK?
ORDER EARLY for
Quantity Discounts
Morning Delivery Available
DELIVERY HRS.
M-F 7:30-10:30 A.M.
SAT-SUN 8:30-11:30 A.M.

The
GETAWAY
998 S. MAIN

352-4162

suggested using common sense to avoid having items
that are valuable stolen.
"If a person has an item which he thinks is worth
something, then he should take precautions to protect it.
Stereos and small televisions are a popular item, students should either take them home, or store them in a
place they are sure no one will get them," Fox said.
Fox also said that if a student knows he will be gone,
and has items which are valueable to call the police and
let them he is leaving. Names and addresses sould be put
on a list for patrol cars to watch. This however. Fox said,
will not ensure apartment safety.
"The student has to use common sense in regard to his
or her apartment. Make your apartment tougher then the
next guys to get into. Most break-ins occur for those
places with easy axcess. A person will rarely spend over
five minutes trying to break into a place. You have to cut
down the odds, make the person work for what they are
trying to do," Fox said.

Fox said many times students leave windows open or
sliding doors unlocked. He said many door locks are not
very secure.
"Most doors on apartments do not have bolt locks. A
person trying to get into an apartment need only to give
the door a hard kick," Fox said.
Fox said there are precautions that can be made to
make houses or apartments harder to get into.
"If you take a nail and drive it in behind the striker
plate on the door it makes it impossible for somoene to
slip a credit card or any other object into the door to pry
it open. If you have a sliding door, cut a long piece of
wood that (its into the door track. This would make a
would be break-in impossible unless the glass was
oroken. Breaking glass would probably attract attention
so a person would go on to the next place," Fox explained.
Fox said many of the items taken in break-ins are
things that are easy to carry and easy to sell. He

Pershina Rifles offers fellowship

Military group promotes leadership
by Shawn Zuver
News reporter
Fraternity. The word
brings several things to
mind-Greeks, rush, lineups.
For 13 University students, the word fraternity
has a different meaning.
To them it means rifle

drills, rappelling, water
survival, and maneuvers.
These students are members of a different type of
fraternity that does not
have Greek letters to signify its name like other
fraternites. This group is
called the Pershing Rifles.
According to the group's '
S-2 public relations officer,
Cadet Captain Mark Middleton, the aim of the Pershing Rifles is "to increase
the professionalism of our
members individually as
leaders."
The group includes
ROTC students from all
four classes. "Right now it
is designed for any ROTC
cadet, Army or Air
Force," Middleton said.

Special Forces (Tactic
Team) or the Drill Team
and some participate in
both.
The group was established in 1894 as a military
fraternity and as a drill
team, Middleton explained. "Back then they
mainly worked on performance of drill and ceremony movements. The
group was named after
eneral John J. (Black
Jack) Pershing who
formed drill teams at colleges. When the group was
formed, the founders decided to name it after Pershing."
The drill team participates in competitions
against other colleges in
team and individual divisions. Middleton said the
competitions feature "military movements that look
flashy and sometimes confusing."

HE ADDED that other
schools include Marines
and Navy ROTC but the
University does not have
either of these two groups.
Middleton said all Pershing Rifle members are
involved with either the

THE DRILL team prac-

SHOE COUPON

5

Bring this coupon to Al Thomas
Shoes in the Stadium Plaza
And receive $5 OH on
Any pair of shoes.
1 coupon per person
Good till 4-1-82

tices on Monday and
Wednesday mornings at
6:30 a.m. in Memorial
Hall.
Middleton said members
are encouraged to perform
other services. '^We encourage our members to
participate in blood drives,
we organize fund-raising
events, assist the American Legion in Memorial
Day services, provide an
honor guard or firing
squads for military funerals, and other things of
this nature."
Middleton said although
it was only recently
formed, the tactics team
finished first in a competition last year outside of
Cincinnati in an event that
included map navigation
and infantry tactics.
The drill team is presently preparing for an invitational drill meet to be
held in Bowling Green on
April 3. As many as 26
schools are expected to
participate.
Support me
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♦^ BIRTH DEFECTS
FOUNDATION

on
Miller High Life

ALL NIGHT - ALL WEEK
March 9-13
Remember Fridays Happy Hours
Hot Dogs 4-8

SPRING
WINTER BUY-BACK
TOP PRICES FOR
YOUR BOOKS
^ TOP WHOLESALE PRICES $
FOR BOOKS DISCONTINUED

"Spare... what spare?"

There's a better way
to get there this Spring.
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room
for carry-on bags.
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound.
Friday

Bowling Green (Man'i Gym)
Cleveland
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Sunday

Cleveland
Bowling Green (Men's Gym)
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For convenient dally Mrvtce and complete Information call 353-5982
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Rose says Reds
must loosen belts
CLEARWATER, Fla.
(AP) - The Cincinnati
Reds were the baseball
team of the Seventies, but
never will be the team of
the Eighties unless the
bosses loosen the purse
strings and get in step with
the modern game, Pete
Rose contended yesterday.
"They have a good farm
system; they will be competitive, but they never
will be the Big Red Machine again," added the
record-breaking veteran
who spent 16 years In a
Reds uniform before signing a $3.64 million contract
with the Philadelphia Phillies in December, 1978.
Rose, who was born in
Cincinnati and still lives
there, can't forget that
most of the records he sets
yearly were forged in that
city.
"The Reds let it be
known early they planned
to stay away from big salaries. When I left Cincinnati, they offered me a
salary they knew I would
turn down, he said. "They
made me look like a villain. Kids in school told my
boy Petey 'Your old man's
a traitor.'

should not turn their backs
on the free-agent market.

with the Phillies. It is in the
process of being extended
on an option basis through
probably 1964.
"They'd like for me to
break Ty Cobb's record in
a Philly uniform," Rose
said. "That would be a big
thing."

"Some of these kids will
take six years or more to
develop, he said. "If the
Reds could buy a .300 hitter
or a sure 20-game pitcher,
a player of the established
ability of a Steve Garvey
or Gary Carter, why not
put out a few million bucks
and do it?"

Rose, with 10 200-hit seasons already under his
belt, needs 495 more hits to
crack Cobb's once thought
unreachable mark of 4,191
hits.

One mistake the Reds
made, Rose said, was getting nd of Tony Perez, who
was a great influence on
the Latin players. Another,
be said, was firing manager Sparky Anderson,
who had led the team into
four World Series, winning
two.

Rose praised the kids
being developed In the
Reds', farm system and
called outfielder Cesar Cedeno "one hell of a player
who can do everything,"
but insisted the Reds

LEASING FOR FALL 1982

FIELD MANOR APTS.
542-560 FRAZEE AVE.
FEATURES:

NCAA Tourney Pairings
EASTKN Rf OION AL
At Chariot!., N.C.
Saturday'* fme*
Ohio Slot* James Modi»on winner v*.
North Carolina (27-2).
Wok* Forest-Old Dominion winner v*.
Memphis Slat* (23-4).
Sunday'! Oaitlw
At Unlondele, N.Y.

MIDWEST REGIONAL
Saturday's Game*
At Tuba. Okie.
Houston-Alcorn St. winner vs. Tulto (245).
Morquette-Evanivllle winner v». Missouri
(26-3).
Sunday's Oama*
At Dalle*
Boston College-San Francisco winner vs.
Defoul (26-1
Kansas St.-N.Illinois winner vs. Arkansas

St. John iPtnn winner v». Alabama (236).
St. JosephVNorth*ast*rn winn*r v«. VIIlanova (22-7).

Close to campus

BRAND NEW

dp
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(23-5).
WIST REGIONAL
Saturday's Oama*
At Loaan. Utah
Wyoming-Southern
Col
Georgetown. D.C. (26-6).
W.Virginia-North Carolina A«T winner v*.
Fresno St. (26-2).

MIDI AST REGION AL
Saturday'* Games
At Nashville, Tann.
Indiana Robert Morris winner v*. Ala.Birmingham (23-5).
Kentucky-Middle Tenn. winner v*. Louis(20-9).
Sunday's Oama*
At Indianapolis. Ind.
SW Louisiana-Tennessee winner vs. Virginia (29-3).
N.Carolina St.-Tenn.-Chattanooga winner
vs. Minnesota (22-5).

Sunday'* Oama*
At Pullman. Wash.
lowa-NE Louisiana winner vs. Idaho (262).
fepperdin* Pittsburgh winner v«. Oregon
St. (23-4).

University Village Apartments
University Court Apartments

*52 "444
IN I . \\ OOMCI
B.G.. Ohio

SOURCE

1520 Clough St. - Rental Office
Phone 352-0164
Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
'82-'83 school year. Gas heat and cooking paid.
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air conditioning, close to campus, stores and movie
theaters.
Three and four person rates still
available. CALL NOW!

Sal In fi

ITS NO SECRET IN THE
CL4SSIFIEDS
106 Uf-vertrty

BG NEWS
H.I

Rl (OKI) PRICES

t S\

WHEN
9'/2 Mos. $475.00 plus elec.
12 mos. $425.00 plus elec.
MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224E.WOOSTERST.

352-0717
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Would You
Like To Be The
1982-1983
Freddie Falcon?
Frieda Falcon?
Well, if so,

Freddie Falcon
&

^^WARCH 20-28.1982

All-inclusive Package!
DEADLINE:

Support Iho

2 Bedroom furn. apts.
2 baths

"Now they've got rid of
almost everybody. Johnny
Bench and Dave Concepclon are the only survivors
of the Big Red Machine. A
year ago they would have
liked to have dumped
Bench, but Johnny didn't
playtheir game.
'"They knew if they got
rid of Bench, the fans
would be up in arms. If
they could get Bench to ask
to be traded, the fans
would think he was disloyal."
Rose, who will be 41 in
April, is in the last year of
a three-year contract that
paid him. M10.0QO a year

Enjoy tuc tun and
ind tandy
baadwa of Fort Lauderdale.
Florida over your
ur Spring
Break for just SI99lncludinj:

Help Prevent Birth DefectsThe Nation's Number One
Child Health Problem.

* Rouawltrip Tranaportaiion via DcLuxa Motorcoadi
• Daily Bufftt Meal white In Fort Uuderdak
* DaLuxa AccogHfdatfrnj
on for the lagnih
lajnih of your
Hay al tha Fairwlnds or comparable motel featuring
Air Conditioned Rooms
Color Ttleitston and Phones In each room
Large Healed Pool and Hoi Tkb Spa
"Chlcket" Foolstde Bar

SATURDAY. MARCH 13

Far raaanatlaaa aad more laforaaatkm, Jaw ca*:
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er
JOHN 332-1* 17

CHARGE IT

Blue Keycard
FALCONS

*199

•oea 105 ^ot isob
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10:00p.m.-7:30a.m.
MON-THURS of Exam Week

murnr,

Basement of Mosley Hal I
Commuter Center

WHAT:

FREE Coffee-Tea
Hot Chocolate

QUESTIONS Call Commuter Center 2-0360

COLLEGE NIGHT TONIGHT
6:30-9:00

Frieda Falcon

20% OFF

applications are now
available in Room 405
Student Services Building

•Jr. Jeans •All Bathing Suits
•Long Dresses •& Cover ups

Apply By MARCH 31,1982

105 S. Main
353-9802
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WOULDN'T SPRING BREAK BE
MUCH BRIGHTER WITH A LITTLE
—s
EXTRA
*•'
$$$CASH$$$
SELL YOUR USED BOOKS
Friday-March 12 through Friday-March 19
Monday-Friday-8:00-5:00
Saturday-9:00-5:00

BLACK
EARTH

Friday & Saturday, 9 pm

University Bookstore
Student Services Bldg.

*NO COVER*
YM

must

MI

11 tfttf 8 fm.

883-8738

I.D.'s are required
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Sports
BG's Newbern
all-district
selection
Bowling Green's Marcus Newbern,
a 6-foot-2 senior co-captain of the
Falcon basketball team, has been
named second team all-district in
balloting conducted by the National
Association of Basketball Coaches.
The five first-team All-District 10
(Ohio and Indiana) selections are
Clark Kellogg of Ohio State, Ted Kitchel of Indiana, John Paxson of Notre
Dame, Russell Cross of Purdue and
Darren Tillis of Cleveland State. Joining Newbern on the second team are
Ray McCallum of Ball State, Randy
Wittman of Indiana, Keith Edmundson of Purdue and Mike Kanieski of
Dayton.
Newbern completed his Falcon career last week by playing the best
basketball of his life. He scored 22
Kints in BG's victory over Miami in
: Mid-American Conference quarter-finals last Tuesday, added 22 in
BG's 67-66 loss to eventual champion
Northern Illinois in the MAC semifinals on Friday, and had a careerhigh 32 points in his final game as a
Falcon to lead BG to its 86-83 win over
Western Michigan in the consolation
game. His 76 points in the three
games is a tournament record.
Newbern finished second in the
MAC scoring race by averaging 20.1
points per game. He also ranked
among the MAC leaders in field goal
percentage (.506) and free throw percentage (.790).
Newbern's career total of 1,504
points ranks fifth on the BG all-time
scoring list.

classifieds,

Koester dives for the nationals
,by Keith Walther
News staff reporter
When an athlete is a little cocky,
confident of his own talents to the
point where he feels that no one can
beat him he tends to performs to
the utmost of his capabilitites.
Bowling Green diver Phil Koester is cocky.
He has used this non-verbal
brashness to perform like no other
diver in BG swimming history.
When he is on the diving platform
he is the boss - the king of MidAmerican Conference diving.
"You have to be confident in
SDurself and your abilities," Koes:r, a junior, said. "You have to
know what you can and can't do in
order to do it out there on the
board."
BG diving coach Chuck O'Brien,
Koester's "chief motivater",
echoed the two-time MAC champion's thoughts.
"A diver nas to be a little cocky,
outgoing, and aggressive,"
O'Brien explained. '"You have to
feel you're the best up there. Like
'watch me, I'm going to rip this
dive'. Phil has that; plus he has
class."
KOESTER RAN away with the
one-meter and three-meter diving
championships at the MAC
championships, last weekend, with
Cooper Pool record totals of 458.90
and 456.10, respectively. He will
compete in the NCAA zone qualifiers at Ohio State this weekend.
The top eight divers from the five
various zones will qualify for the
national championships. Last year,
Koester was the only non-Big Ten
diver to qualify for the nationals

TAX PREPARATION
REASONABLE RATES $8 00 ft UP
3543502 FOR APPOINTMENT

LOST AND FOUND
Digital watch found by McFal Center
CaJJanet 2 3034

PERSONALS

FOUND FRATERNITY PIN FOUND
IN ICE ARENA PARKING LOT
PLEASE CALL DENISE 372-2701

Try a Homemade Spaghetti Dinner.
Sal . March 13 4-6pm S3 00 a
mate' Your stomach will thank you

FOUND Has anyone lost a Mack w
rule male car? Wandering around
Umversity Visage Apis Can to clam
352-4561 PS Hurry, he is very
cold i hungry

FLORIDA BOUND' NEED CASH?
Buying baseball, tootball cards.
Call alter S. 1441-76(7 or 1-874147S.
FREDDIE a FREIDA APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE NOW""
405 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG

LOST' M brown suede jacket at Beer
Blast NE Commons Feb 2J
1982 Cat Dave 2 4653

A Big Ph. Alpha To the SAE Bowling
Team. Sieve Fialko Ray Tomaz*
Jeff Roush & Dave z.mmerlin on a
very successful season
Division
champs ft tralermty runner-ups

GAS PAID TO FLORIDA
Pul a trader
CM 531 7405
HELP! RIDE NEEDED TO FLA.
Must leave 3/16. 3117. Will share
costs. Mark, alter 5 p.m. 353-8131. ■

ADOPTION
YOUNG COUPLE
WISHES TO ADOPT NEWBORN
BABY GIRL CONFIDENTIAL CALL
287 4061

HELP' 3 M S Desperately need ride
to Ft Lauderdale Separately it necessary W* share on gas and good
hme on the way Can Jim at 3541963

ALPHA XI DELTA-PHI KAPPA TAU
The entertainment combination
ALPHA XI DELTA-PHI KAPPA TAU
ATTENTION DOG-LOVERS!"
TWO DOG NIQHT AT SAM B'S
EVERY THURSDAY. 9 P.M. - MIDNIGHT. 2 HOT DOGS FOR ONLY
OS'.

Riders wanted to KnoxvtUe week pi
3 12 82 Call lor further into 354
1930 early A M a
StaviCtS OFFERED

ATTENTION STUDENTS
6 DAYS TILL FLORIDA DO YOU
HAVE YOUR BIRTH CONTROL YET1'

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9:00 A.M. ■ 10:00 P.M.
1-SOO-43B-8039

CALL TODAY AND WISH
AMY OLATTE
A HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY
372-4919
Cherrywood Health SPA B35 High
St Ph 352-9378 New Hours-Mon
Ihru Fri 9 a m -10pm Sal 11
am -4pm. Sun 1 ■ 4 pm New
Location New Ownership. New Man
agement Guaranteed Membership

GREAT BIG PEOPLE
WILL HAUL YOUR STUFF IN NEAT
TRUCK

352-6055

How about the best Spaghetti Dewier
you've ever had??? It's Sal. March
13 Horn 4-6pm S3 00 a plate

PREGNANT OH LATE?
FREE CONFIDENTIAL TESTS
CALL 1-419 241 8131 ANYTIME
HEARTBEAT OF TOLEDO

HYPNOTISM FOR PRE-FINALS JITTERS
3528777

Free gynecological health care lor
one year New Study compares Ovaphragm with Contraceptive Sponge
Former or current diaphragm users
encouraged to fovi Need more information? Cat Jenny or Kate 243
31 79. Toledo Medical Services

To The Best Buddy Ever. I |uil
wanted to let you know. I never
again will push you In the snow.
You're a eerr special friend. I lust
hope if doesn't have to end... Love.
Your Buddy.
HAPPY 22NO BIRTHDAY
KEVIN FELDT"
CONGRATS TOO" LOVE. JUU

Preferred Properties

(where he finished 28th in the nation) from his zone. This was an
outstanding accomplishment,
according to O'Brien, because of
the politics that are often involved
in that zone, and in most diving
competition.
"There's a big political force in
what is called the 'Big Ten zone',"
O'Brien said. "The judges for the
zones are usually of a Big Ten
majority. It's like you are invading
their territory. Being from the
MAC, Phil faces a difficult situation."
That situation, according to
O'Brien, is that Koester will have
to perform a step better than most
in order to get noticed by the
judges.
"The Big Ten coaches and our
zone holds you over a board so to
rk," he said. "I don't think they
Big Ten and zone diving
judges) think that the MAC is too
hot. It makes it tougher for Phil. He
has to overcome the politics first,
dive well enough so that they can't
ignore him, and then go from
there."
POLITICS ARE nothing new for
Koester. The MAC is full of politics
itself, according to O'Brien, and
this could turn out to be favorable
in Koester's preparation for the
zones.
"Judging in the MAC is often
times political," O'Brien said. "It
is without a doubt the toughest
conference for scoring points. They
are pretty stingy sometimes. They
(the judges) look for Phil to goof up
just a little. When he does...they
take a lot of points off. They know
Phil is the best diver in the MAC- a
lot is expected from him.

MIKE FLOY0' PfKUL
GOOD LUCK IN DETROIT
SEE YOU THERE
TONYZ
I DON'T HATE YOU"
LOVE THERESE
Congratulations Sigma Nu Bowling
Teem for winning our division. The
Brothers.
CREAM CHEEK FILLED
CHOCOLATE CUPCAKES
Cuilorrired T-Shirts A Jerseys
Low Cost-Fast Delivery for
you group or organization
Call Tim 353-7011
OX-OX SEZ Congratulations to
Theta Chi March Departing Seniors
John Dorko
Tim Mitchell. Stan
Moyer Tim Thompson. ft Steve
White Good Luck a visit soon

HYPNOTISM

Service

HYPNOTISM TO IMPROVE TESTTAKINOABrUTY
352-6777

Sanitary Dry Cleaning
available al JEANS-NTHINGS
531 Ridge SI

Shark - Happy 21 st Irom your NY PI
Kappa Phi Roommate Goodbye 3 2
HeSo AA
,

JON AND JANET-CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PINNING BEST OF
LUCK IN- THE FUTURE MIKE I
MARK

Sigma Nu LI'I Sis-All the brothers
appreciated the GREAT breakfast
on Sunday. Thanks again. The
Brothers.

Kamy Games—Once Agam1 Congratulations on your new office in the
house' I'm soooo proud1 Be good
over break' Big Mary

Kevin, Johnson, (or all your hard
work throughout the quarter, you
deserved the award ol beet pledge

M rmte needed Spr Qtr Furn . AC.
595 mo Graduating Cal354-1B84
M. RMTE. NEEDED FOR SPR. OTR.
112 BLK. FROM CAMPUS. FURN..
CLEAN. NEW. S105/MO. CALL 3534555.

Planning a Spring Wedding? At THE
ARRANGEMENT we can help gel
your haw. nails and makeup deswjned lor Ihe BIG DAY Brwvj your Bridesmaids along too' Can 3524101 or 352-4143

TO IMPROVE MEM
ORY
352-8777

Cindy Smith, formerly ol Roman's
Hat Deargn. Is now accepting appointments at THE ARRANGEMENT
CM 3524101 or 352-4143 '

HYPNOTISM TO RELAX
352-8777

THE GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DIN
NER-MARCH
13TH
AT ST
THOMAS MORE FROM 4 6 DON'T
MISS IT"

FINAL clearance on Lew's & Big
Smith Cords S9 99 while they lasl
Jeans-N-Thmgs 531 Ridge St

SRC TRIATHALON IS COMING
SRC TRIATHALON IS COMING
SATURDAY. MAY 1STH
APRIL 7TH-PARTICIPANTS'
MEETING
Peter Pern. Aunt Phue. O Z . Pal's
Woman. Sue O Leggs
1 just can't
think about anything erso but SI
Pele! Gel excited
only 9 days tw
we're FLA bound) Kwn-b

LEASING FOR FALL 1982

RIDGE MANOR APTS.
519 Ridge St.

9.00—4:30 Monday—Friday

Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont - 8th & High St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Meadowiark - 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St
Small BJdgs. • Manville

FEATURES:
2 bedroom Town Houses
Completely furnished

(o»lwMn Sixth t S»v»nth Stt.)

Features
2 Bextroom - carpeted and furnished * Gas heat & air
conditioning - gas cooking (Landtord pays gas) * Laundry areas in each building * Residents pay only light *
Lota ol closet space * 1'/. bath.

Special Features
AD residents witoe granted membership to Health Spa,
a new facility buHt in 1981 4 features the following
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool * Metos
Sauna * Sun Lamps * Shower Massage * Complete
Exercise Facilities S Equipment.

Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies. 1 bedrooms
Furnished » Unfurnished

———

■i—Tj.e—

To Ihe NEW BROTHERS ol Sigma
Nu—AH the herd work Is over and
the good times have juit begun!
Welcome to the brotherhood. The
Actives.
TUNS IN TO LOVE CROWD 'SJI
MON-FRI. 5-7 P.M. AND SUN 9 P.M.1A.M.
THE BEST SOUL IS ON 88.1 FM
WBQUf

ALL UTILITIES PAID
$450.00 per month/4 man
$400.00 per month/3 man
$375.00 per month/2 man
MAURER-GREEN
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

i.

irinQj T,-||1|teMn

F RMTE FOR SPR OTR OWN
BDRM 1/2 BLK FROM CAMPUS.
ONLY SOO'MO CALL JONI 352

1689
RMTE. NEEDED SPR ( SUMMER
OTRS.
OWN ROOM 8105/MO. PLUS UTIL.
1/2 BLK. FROM CAMPUS KELLY
382-1889

2 F needed 10 snare Haven House
Apt 1082-83 school year Contact
immediately Joan 354-1 734 or Sasy
353-4585

F rmle spr qtr CLOSE 10 campus
Low rent, but rent very negotiable
Cal Deb 352 3971

RMTE WANTED OWN BDRM
CLOSE TO CAMPUS ALL INCl
S137 50
PH OeRO 354-1486

LOPES-The beg "21 "I Uptown
here we come Will you remember
on Friday'' Have a greet day a get
reedy! Mary.

M RMTE NEEDED
CLOSE SI 10 MO 352-3821
IF NO ANSWER KEEP TRYING
M RMTE TO SHARE APT
SPR OTR

1 F. rmte.. reasonable rales, close
lo campus. Celt 152-5743.

Mike Dolen—Congratulations on
winning the annual Sigma Nu pool
tournament, hope the COMPETl
TK>N wesn't loo much tor you!

352-3086

1 M rmte needed lor Spr Qtr.
across irom campus cheap' Call Dan
352-1093

HELP WANTEO
CASHIER/COUNTER
HIRING NOW
COMPUTER SEARCH
JOB CENTERS:
Poe 8 Prospect
»35 FEE

HELP* 1 F rmle needed spr qtr
S90 mo plus electric Call Alicia.
Kim Val 3520846

Muff « Butl are CREAM PUFFS
O'My One more day SAE s ft Dates
hi St Patrick wd be invading our
Fnday celebration m ihe perk He wrfl
be silting near the Irish Sprvg

F RMTE FOR SPR 6TH ST
S80MO PLUS ELEC 352-0751
EVEN
LAUNDRY SPA. COLOR CABLE TV

OX-OX SEZ Congratulations A
Basketball Team lor being Al-Fraternrry Champions &
B
Basketball
Team lor a great season

CLEVELAND SUMMER JOBS $4
S10 PER HOUR COLLEGE PAINTERS INC HAS OVER 70 POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN EXTERIOR
HOUSE PAINTING INTERVIEW SES
SIONS SATURDAYS MARCH 20 27
J APRIL 3 AT 4973 BRAINARD RD
ORANGE VILLAGE OHIO 44022
(2161 349-1949 CALL OR WRITE
FOR APPLICATIONS OR APPOINTMENTS^

DESPERATE! M rmle needed lor
Spr Otr /1982 Excelenl local Call
352 9300 lor delays

Painter Panla 20% - 50% oft.
Cheerio denim jeans 25% off. Lee
cords 20% -50% olt al JEANS—NTtBHOI. 531 Ride* St.

F. rmte. needed tor Spr. at University Village. (RENT VERY NEGOTIABLEI Cell 352-9103.
Desperately need 1 F rmle for
spr 'summer qtrs Own room m spacous hosue Cal 352 6985

To Little Jenne Lord:
Let's hear It for good taste in
birthdays! I Fancy I hat-1 pick the
.best little sis a bag sis can have t
your birthday's the day before
mine! Thanx lor being the super
greet little you are. aa well aa a
super friend. I'm glad a proud that
I'm your big sis A that we're both
sisters In the best sorority there is
"Alpha Chi. Alpha Chi-wa are slaters forever!" AX Love A always
ivaass-Usa.
*

GENERAL HELP
Part or lui-lime Hiring now Cal
COMPUTER SEARCH JOB CENTER
354-3505 Poe ft Prospecl S35
FEE

I M RMTE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
1 BLK FROM CAMPUS
SIOO'MO PLUS UTIL CALL 352
6411
M rmte NEEDED spr qtr 148 1 < 2
S Summit Your OWN ROOMi Oes
perale' 352 4933
M rmte heeded for spr qtr Buff
Aprs S330 qtr Cokx TV A/C. Furn

352-4479
M RMTE HOUSE ON MAIN ST
S150MO INCLUDES Own room
phone utll a cable 352-4086

TUCKER TYPING professional, reasonable. fuH-time typing service
Nancy. 352-0809

WANTED F RMTE SPR OTR
LOW RENT VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
PLEASE CALL 354-1264

ATTENTkON 1 F RMTE NEEDED
NOW ONLY 598 75.MO "LEASE
CALL JAMIE 352 8995

1 OR 2 MALE RMTES
NEEDED SPR OTR
TIM OR STEVE 353-7011
WANTED: 1 F. RMTE. FOR SPR.
OTR.
RENT NEGOTIABLE. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS.
352-3121

DESPERATE-NEED F RMTE.
SPR. OTR. BEHIND SAM B'S.
CALL 352-222S

Wanted 1 M to share apt spr cm
Best offer garage, a c 702 4th St
Apt C Cat Tan 354 1409

WANTED
M RMTE SPR OTR
C*ILY»80/MO PLUS UTIL
CALL MIKE OR TOM 352-2946

1 F rmte needed Close to campus
5137 50:person paje electricity Cal
354-1923. II no answer leave massageal 372 2031

1 RMTE NEEDED FOR SPR OTR
EXCELLENT LOCATION REDUCED
RENT PLUS I'5 UTIL 352 2839

WOULD YOU UKE A POOL IN YOUR
BACKYARD FOR SPRING OUARTERTF rmte needed spr Cheep
Free membership to health spa Cal

NEED 1 F RMTE SPR
S100/MO
NEGOTIABLE1
352-2707 OR

352-6496

OR 352 7365

AVAILABLE JUNE 15TH
FURN 1 BDRM APT
914 E WOOSTER PH 352 7033

RMTE NEEDED SPR OTR
720 MANVILLE HOUSE 352-2488
CONTACT JIMMET2GER

EAT AT

DESPERATELY NEEDED M RMTE
FOR SPR OWN BDRM
CALL 352 2068 NOW

Wanted 1 F rmte wtr & spr qtrs
Brand new turn apt 1 t* from
campus Cal evenings Leske 3522443

F student needed to fa house near
campus Lessee we" accept reaeonan* rent offer Ph 352 ' 16'.

835 High St. — Rental Office
Phone 352-9378.

photo by Al Fut-hs
Phil Koester begins his descend towards the water during this week's
preparation for the zone diving competition at Ohio State.

Tom. The ZBT Roman Orgy was the
best Your brothers certainly know
how to throw a party P S when s the
next road tnp? Love Karen

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATERON COATESANO
JEFF
HARBAUOHFOH
WINNING
THE FRATERNITY RACOUETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP

Drd you WITNESS a woman laf ft
break her leg on the sidewalk along
N Cosege SI S ol Merry St btwn
Ottenhauer E & Lot H North, on
1 25*82 lappro. 8 25 in|> Did
you assist the woman after she lei7
PLEASE cal coeecl 1-243-7243
FALCON HOCKEY T-SHIRTS
•CCHA CHAMPS"
FALCON HOUSE 140 E. WOOSTER

"The Big Ten dominates the
zones and it's hard for someone
outside the Big Ten to squeak In,"
he said. "It should be the same this
year. There is a lot of good divers
there. As far as the politics go, I
think they only come into play in
the judging. If I dive like I should,
that shouldn't be a factor.
"Hopefully, there's a possibility
of going (to the nationals, which
will be held in late March in Arizona). Whether it happens we'll
have to see."

Laner. Burge, Xlnakes. Twinkle, Kdog. Reese and Bonze: Oo you think
Ft. Lauderdale will ever be the
same after our arrival? I'm sure it
won't I Get psyched to celebrete HI
the sun!! Bsmbine. PS. Laner Don't
forget purple bed and yellow sweatshirt and we'll provide POUNDS of
beer and crttpsll

Tan without the sun' We have improved our booths with UVA bulbs for
a deeper Ian Han Unamiled 143 W
Woosler 3533261

Deb H Thanks lor all your help with
FHC You are excellent - Founders
Han Council

Koester is well aware of what it
will take to qualify for nationals.

ol the quarter. The Brothers ol
Stoma Nu.

Linda Better days are commg Snwe' Life reefy a greet' Your Pafc.JJACCLIVE f 1TERTAINMENT NO
COVER CHAi'GE BLACK EARTH
PLAYING AT SAM BS. FRIDAY t
SATURDAY NIGHTS 9 PM 1 AM
WITH NO COVER CHARGE You
must be 21 alter 8pm

mint Hesr

"So when Phil goes to zones, he
will have higher scores just because they judge dives less stingy.
This could be a big psychological
lift for him. To be able to come out
of the water and see a 7.5 instead of
the 6.5's that the MAC would give
him for the same dive."
It will be no fluke if Koester
qualifies for nationals. Zone "C" is
considered to be the toughest zone
among the nation's five. In order to
qualify, though, Koester may have
to pull out some impressive dives.
Koester, like every diver, keeps
his toughest dives tucked away
until a time when he needs to score
some points in a hurry. The "Koester tweester" - a reverse one-andone-half sommersault with twoand-one-half twists - is such a dive.
"IN ZONES, you have to come
out with your best dives first,"
Koester said. "I use the "Koester
tweester" to get ahead early.
Sometimes, like in the MAC
championships, I save it for the
finals. The proper time to use it
depends on the meet."

.

QTR
CALL

-

$$A^S

Serving Mexican Food Daily
After 6, Sunday after 8.
Happy Hours 3-10 Monday
Thru Saturday
Draft Night - Thursday Night
Featuring The Music Of
BLUES CONFIDENTIAL

-

Lawn Care Co ie looking lor good.
reliable people Cal lor more mlo
352-2095 between 5 o m 7 p m
or*/
,_
SUNY-Purchase Inlernshlps in
Tech Theatre and Arts Administration Available for June 1 August
14. Fellowships and Scholarships
Call Oliver Chamberlain In Cc-op
Education at 372-2451
March 31.
tori SALE
For Sale 1977 Firebird Formula. 4
bU 350. Glacier Blue wr Black Letter
Tnm New shocks, tires mini condition
352-8716 or 1-419-784

5623
Second annual antique show and
sale. Bowkng Green Eli's Lodge.
Cempbel Hi Road. Bowing Green
March 13 noon to 8 p m . March 14.
noon to 6 p m Furniture, glassware,
jewelry, primitives, collectibles
SI 26 SOmraaion It1 with this ad|
SF Oakland Ammo ticket
$125 beat offer Cal Blanton
352-1480 even'823-3271 weekends
ReeaSac Opkmus 5 B spkrs 3-way.
PhaVps Dome lenofkad tweeter, twin
mid-range 10 woofer Can kslen to
them on 30 W/C stereo Ong coat
$120 eech-MAKE OFFER—3721352
4 SALE. LEAVING U S
Ponbac. Grand Prl». 1972 S390
Stereo radkV8-»»okJlurn table $40
Phone Gerti 354-1466 or 2-0258
For Sale 1073 Plymouth Ouster 6
cyl 3 sp 80.000 mass. 23 mpg
runs great, body good, some rust,
newsnowtves $700 352-8140
MOVING. MUST SELL 73 TORINO
NEW TRANS.. W PUMP ft
RADIATOR. P S GOOO TIRES 352
7800
FOR SALE 1970GMC3/4TON
PICK-UP MAKE OFFER
CALL 352 8261
FOR SALE: 20 GALLON AQUARIUM.
FULLY EQUIPPED WITH STANO
CALL DAN AT 382-5851.
1077 TOYOTA CEUCA
$3100 3541700 AFTER 6 PM
FOR ••NT

No Cover At The CLUB H
210 N. Main

FOR FALL: 2 bdrm turn apt* 891
7th SI Tenant paya only otoctrtdty 0
mo lease Cal MM Newton Reel •
Eatale 352-4353

Apartments and Houses
Fall a Summer Rentals
Neat Campus 362-7365
APTS . FURN SUMMER S FALL
UTIL INCLUDED 2 BLKS WEST OF
ADMIN BLDG 362-7756
2 bdrm turn apt lor Fan 1982 Cal
352 2863 705 Seventh St
I100JMO. SWIMMING POOL INCLUDED. WINTHROP TERRACENORTH. FOR F. RMTE. SPR. OTR.
Apl lor sublease Wtr & Spr Qtrs
Brand new furnished 1 bdrm 1 bit.
from campus Cal evenings 3522443
Campus Manor Now Renting lor sum
mer Special summer rales A/C 352
9302 or 352 7365 evomego
Fum & unturn apts avail 3rd I 4th
Sts Summer special rales $400
Also leasing lor 1982-83 school
year 352-4380. 10:30*- 2 30 Sun
•Thurs
Immed Occupancy 1 bdrm apt
$220 mo Walking distance Irom
campus ft downtown 352-4377 or
688 7958
NEW 1 or 2 man lurn ethc Al uM
pd . plus heated pool, color TV. cable
TV. t phone
$320 mo dbl.
$300 mo single lor a semester
lease Rental rates also available lor
longer term leases Ph 352-9302
(12-4 weekdays I or 352 7365 anytime
NOW LEASING 1982-1983 School
year Boggs Real Estate 303 t 2 S
Mam 352-9457 01352 3841
NEW FURNISHED APARTMENT
lo sublet lor sprmg and/or summer
ONLY $250 per month- 2 bdrm 2
bath
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL TOOAY FOR MORE INFO

352-8526
THURSTIN APTS
AIR CONO .
FULLY CARPETED CABLE VISION.
EFEICIENCY
LAUNDRY FACIU
.TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
ft FALL 451 THURSTIN AVE 352
5435
Two bdrm trailer wwasher dryer 5
mees from B G $200 plus utiklies
Cal 1-833-6671 alter 7pm Mon Thurs
Duplex lor sublease spr. qtr
525 N Enterprise $267 qtr

Cal 372-4573
Room One brx from campus apr
$115 mo plus unties 244 rt Enter■
prise 354-1544
APT. FOR SUBLS. SUMMER QTRS.
> B3RM. FURN. NEAR CAMPUS
CALL 354-127S
Apt. 10 sublease spr. qtr. tor 2-3
peop >. S250/mo. total plus ulil. Gas
heal and stove. 353-1141.
ROCK LEDGE MANOR Large, turn
2 bdrm tuvury apts 2 lul baths,
dsshwasher. A/C. cable vision extra
closet ft storage space, laundry lacunae, and storage cages Al uM lurn
except ease. Now leasing lor aummer
ft fal 850 Sinth SI al S Coeege
BOGGS REAL ESTATE
303 1/2 S. MAM ST
352 9457. 3523841
OFFICE HOURS: 11 -3
1 BDRM APT FOR RENT
SPR QTR FURN
CALL 352-7845
For aummer Near campus 521 E
Marry 2 bdrm furnished apts $400
lor entire summer Cal John Newtove
Real Estate 352-6553 or 3526460
•24 SIXTH ST. ARTS. 2 bdrm. furty
tarn. AX. Now leasing lor summer
and fell. Caff 31HB1 atkar 4 pm
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
NICE ROOM FOR F. STUDENT
SPR. QTR, 3I2-2IM
1 bdrm. apt onlum —you pay utl.
One yr. lease Deposit required
$l80/mo Cal John at 362-2764
m N BaMmora. upper 2 bdrm apt
"ckid stove, romg. pus AC Aval.
4/5/82 Cal Jen Wyner m N Bat>
more 257-3341
1 bedroom apartment
lor 19B2 83scnoorveer
Cal 1-287-3341

